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A Note from the Editor

We are pleased to announce that, beginning with this issue, the
Editorial Board of The Journal of Didacticscounts Prof. Beatrice Abălaşei and
Prof. Adrian Cojocariu from Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași among its
members. We would like to extend them a warm welcome and to thank them
for the invaluable help offered already.
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The Journal of Didactics
Vol. 4, No. 2

Suciu/ Importanţa motivaţiei intrinseci
şi a elementului ludic în educaţie

Importanţa motivaţiei intrinseci şi a elementului
ludic în educaţie. Avertismentul lui Dewey.
Livia Suciu, geta_s@yahoo.fr
Babeș-Bolyai University, Romania
Abstract The importance of intrinsic motivation and of the ludic element
in education. Dewey’s warning. We firstly consider Dewey’s fundamental
question – what gives value to education? – keeping in mind that this
question steers the rest of Dewey’s questions and arguments: Should we
rather attract the interest of students or should we require their effort within
the educational process? Should we attract students in other types of
activities, work or games? Does work need to be impregnated by
playfulness? Following these arguments we draw attention to the
importance of games and ludic activities in education due to the fact that
the act of playing incites both the child’s interest and effort, being at the
same time serious work and an extremely pleasant activity. It actually
brings about the element that confers value to educational activities and to
all our activities for that matter: intrinsic motivation, the wish to do
something for the sake of doing it.

Key words John Dewey, inner motivation, value, interest, effort, ludic.

1. Ce face ca educaţia să aibă valoare?
Mai întâi dorim să atragem atenţia asupra avertismentului prioritar pe
care John Dewey îl adresează educaţiei dat fiind că, ne explică el, educaţia
persistă într-o greşeală fatală care poate duce la „dezintegrarea“ educaţiei.
Marea greşeală constă în „separarea valorilor educaţionale“. Sarcina profundă
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a educaţiei ar fi prin urmare să lupte împotriva acestei tendinţe de a atribui
„valori separate“ obiectelor de studiu şi tematicilor educative, împotriva
acestei izolări, separări, împărţiri a valorilor educaţionale pe compartimente,
care fac din programa şcolară un fel de compoziţie amalgamată reunind un
amestec de valori separate. Desigur că această tendinţă de separare a valorilor
şi intereselor în educaţie reflectă de fapt orientarea greşită a societăţii noastre
în ansamblu. Observăm pur şi simplu spune Dewey, că în viaţa noastră
socială, „varietatea de interese care ar trebui să marcheze orice experientă
bogată şi echilibrată a fost sfâşiată în bucăţi şi depozitată în instituţi separate,
cu scopuri şi metode diferite şi independente unele de altele. Indeletnicirile
sunt îndeletniciri, ştiinţa este ştiinţă, arta este artă, politica este politică,
relaţiile sociale sunt relaţii sociale, morala este morală, distracţiile sunt
distracţii şi aşa mai departe. Fiecare posedă un domeniu separat şi
independent, cu obiectivele sale specifice şi cu modurile sale de a proceda.
Fiecare îşi aduce contribuţia faţă de ceilalţi, dar numai în exterior şi
accidental. Toate acestea la un loc formează ansamblul vieţii doar prin
alăturare şi adăugire“. „Rezultă, aşadar, concluzionează Dewey, că este
sarcina educaţiei, într-un grup social democratic, să lupte împotriva acestei
izolări, pentru ca diferitele interese să fie reîntărite şi să interacţioneze unul cu
altul“ (Dewey, 1972, pp. 214-216).
Mai întâi, lucrul cel mai simplu şi mai la îndemână pe care îl avem de
făcut ar fi să abordăm orice subiect educaţional într-o cât mai mare varietate
de sensuri. Desigur că noi percepem cât mai multe sensuri ale unui subiect
atunci când percepem de fapt legăturile sale în diferite contexte, când
percepem semnificaţiile sale într-un ansamblu de contexte. Astfel noi reuşim
să extindem semnificaţia unui fenomen în contexte reale mai largi, bunăoară
nu mai reţinem un anumit fenomen într-un domeniu îngust, ştiinţific sau
tehnic, ci îl putem percepe şi într-un context social, şi într-un context cultural,
şi într-un context uman, ş.a. Ajungem la o înţelegere aprofundată a
semnificaţiilor sale într-un ansamblu de situaţii contextuale şi, chiar mai mult
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de atât, înţelegem astfel chiar şi implicaţiile sale pentru ansamblul vieţii
noastre.
Iar pe de altă parte, ne explică Dewey, noi trebuie să ajungem de fapt
la „înţelegerea caldă şi aprofundată a întregului ansamblu al unei situaţii“.
Doar astfel ajungem la principalul efect al educaţiei: „realizarea unei vieţi
bogate în semnificaţii“ (Dewey, 1972, p. 205). E necesară implicarea
personală profundă pentru ca să înţelegem bogăţia semnificaţiile faptelor,
fenomenelor şi să nu reducem instruirea doar la o acumulare cantitativă de
informaţii. E important ca noi să apreciem personal ceva ca fiind profund
semnificativ şi nu să fim învăţaţi din afară că trebuie să-i acordăm valoare,
datorită faptului că şi ceilalţi preţuiesc această valoare. Ceva ne apare încărcat
de semnificaţie şi valoare atunci când ne afectează personal, când ne produce
placere şi satisfacţie, când ne implică afectiv. Si ne afectează desigur atunci
când intrăm în legătură cu el, când avem experienţa directă a valorii sale din
care învăţăm profund, pentru că altfel riscăm să învăţăm din afară, indirect,
doar o normă convenţională de apreciere a valorii sale. Experienţa noastră a
contactului direct cu fenomenele ne declanşează atitudinea afectivă şi
asumarea personală a valorii lor intrinseci.
Ne confruntăm prin urmare cu două tipuri de atitudini în evaluarea
valorilor: a) atunci când recunoaştem valoarea, preţuind ceva la modul
personal, îndrăgind ceva care, îndrăgit fiind, nu mai poate fi comparat cu
altceva, nu mai poate avea valoare mai multă sau mai puţină comparativ cu
alte valori plăcute de alţii, resimţim valorile intrinseci; b) însă dacă formulăm
judecăţi de valoare în comparaţie cu altceva, stabilind o ierarhie, o scară de
evaluare a valorilor în raport cu o normă, atunci utilizăm valori instrumentale,
extrinseci.
Cum afectează aceste concluzii interpretarea şi asumarea valorilor
educaţionale?, ne întreabă mai departe Dewey. Activităţile educaţionale nu
pot fi reduse la derularea lor normativă în vederea obţinerii unor scopuri
extrinseci, a unor rezultate exterioare tangibile; nu trebuie utilizate doar ca
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mijloace pentru realizarea a altceva, a unor activităţi precise din viaţa viitoare
a elevilor, a unor cariere profesionale, a unor câştiguri băneşti, materiale, ş.a.
Dimpotrivă,

trebuie

descoperită

valoarea

intrinsecă

a

activităţilor

educaţionale: însăşi desfăşurarea activităţii trebuie să satisfacă un scop pe care
îl conţine dejà, un scop care nu mai este exterior ci chiar coincide cu
desfăşurarea activităţii şi care face ca în desfăşurarea activităţii elevii să
resimtă plăcere, interes şi satisfacţie.
Prin urmare, concluzia majoră asupra căreia ne atrage atenţia Dewey
este aceea că nu putem să stabilim o ierarhie a valorilor pe care le au diversele
obiecte de studiu, tematici de studiu sau diferite activităţi educaţionale, pur şi
simplu pentru că acestea nu pot avea o valoare comparativă mai mare sau mai
mică unele în raport cu altele. Dat fiind că, ne explică el, „în măsura în care
orice obiect de studiu are o funcţie unică şi de neînlocuit în cadrul experienţei,
în măsura în care el marchează o imbogăţire caracteristică a vieţii, valoarea sa
este intrinsecă sau incomparabilă“. Fiecare obiect de studiu sau activitate
educaţională ar trebui să aibă această valoare incomparabilă de îndrăgire, de
preţuire, să fie ceva valoros prin sine însuşi, prin contribuţia sa unică la
îmbogăţirea vieţii elevilor, să fie apreciat în sine ca o experienţă plăcută şi
plină de satisfacţii. Dacă o temă sau o activitate educativă prezintă pentru
elevi o atracţie directă, dacă o percep ca pe ceva atrăgător, agreabil intrinsec şi
o îndeplinesc cu interes şi resimt plăcere - atunci înseamnă că educaţia are
valoare. „Deoarece, adăugă el, educaţia nu este un mijloc pentru a trăi, ci se
identifică cu acţiunea de a trăi o viaţă rodnică şi inerent semnificativă, singura
valoare ultimă care poate fi stabilită este tocmai procesul însuşi al trăirii“
(Dewey, 1972, p. 208).
2. Interes sau efort în educaţie?
Urmărind aceeaşi schemă argumentativă care implică distincţia şi
corelaţia dintre valorile intrinseci şi valorile extrinseci, Dewey analizează o
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altă premisă educaţională greşită care a condus la disputa dintre două tabere
care susţin fie importanţa declanşării interesului elevilor, fie necesitatea
solicitării efortului în procesul educativ. Pe de o parte, se consideră că dacă le
putem

asigura

elevilor

interesul

pentru

diversele

idei,

fapte

sau

comportamente pe care le studiază, atunci aceşti elevi îşi vor canaliza energiile
de bună voie exact înspre ceea ce îi interesează. Această atitudine ar fi aşadar
în avantaj faţă de atitudinea constrângătoare prin care le impunem elevilor să
investească efort pentru realizarea unor sarcini exterioare care nu prezintă
interes direct pentru ei. Pe de altă parte, cealaltă tabără susţine că totuşi, există
şi lucruri neinteresante care trebuie făcute de elevi, pentru că trebuie să
dobândescă deprinderi, desigur printr-o exersare continuă care implică efort.
Trebuie să înveţe să investescă efort în activităţile pe care le desfăşoară fără să
fie încurajaţi, răsplatiţi de stimulente exterioare. Din acest punct de vedere se
consideră că interesul elevului pentru diversele activităţi riscă să rămână doar
un amuzament, joc, atracţia externă pentru un fals interes, un interes învelit în
poleială.
Insă, ambele orientări comentează Dewey, pleacă de la o premisă
comună greşită: presupun că scopul educativ care trebuie atins se găseşte „în
afara“ persoanei elevului. Astfel, presupunâd că rezultatul educaţiei este
„exterior“ elevului, se consideră că acesta „trebuie făcut interesant“ sau că,
respectiv, „trebuie demonstrat efortul“. Nu putem să susţinem doar teoria
efortului pentru că, ni se explică din cealaltă perspectivă, atenţia impusă din
exterior copilului pentru o sarcină în care investeşte efort e însoţită inevitabil
şi de „o dispoziţie hoinară a minţii pe coordonatele plăcutului“ (Dewey, 1992,
pp. 244-245). Copilul dispune de o atenţie distributivă care îi permite să se
concentreze doar aparent pe sarcina didactică, să simuleze atenţia faţă de
sarcina respectivă dar, în acelaşi timp, să fie interesat de cu totul alte direcţii
care-i provoacă plăcere. De cealaltă parte se critică şi teoria interesului
deoarece pleacă de la aceeaşi premisă greşită, că între elev şi obiectul de
studiu este o ruptură, „un divorţ“ şi că, datorită acestui fapt ideile şi activităţile
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educative „trebuie făcute interesante“. Insă astfel e stimulată dragostea
copilului faţă de altceva, în speranţa că, activitatea educativă poleită,
impodobită astfel, va deveni şi ea plăcută.
Aceste interpretări extreme scapă însă din vedere că de fapt „există
două feluri de plăceri“. Există pe de o parte o plăcere intrinsecă, pe care ne-o
procură desfaşurarea activităţii în sine, o plăcere „absorbită“ în activitatea
respectivă, deci o plăcere care nu este autonomă şi independentă de activitate.
Mai există însă o altă sursă de plăcere extrinsecă care se datorează însă unor
stimuli externi şi nu desfăşurării propriu-zise a respectivei activităţi. Prin
urmare, reperăm pe de o parte şi un interes direct şi imediat atunci când
activitatea îi provoacă plăcere copilului, cănd scopul e inclus în activitate şi nu
există ruptură între mijloc şi scop, pentru că mijlocul şi scopul se contopesc,
se întrepătrund. In acest caz interesul înseamnă „angajare, absorbire,
preocupare totală“ pentru o activitatea respectivă. Si exemplul cel mai banal
pe care îl putem da îl reprezintă jocul, activitate în care copii găsesc plăcere şi
interes în mod direct şi imediat. Pe de altă parte mai regăsim însă şi cazuri de
interes indirect, mediat, când scopul activităţii elevului se găseşte în afara
activităţii (recompense, aprecieri, premii, promovări), chiar dacă există şansa
ca acestea să se transforme de-a lungul timpului şi să dezvolte un interes
direct. Admitem desigur că între interesul direct şi cel indirect „nu există o
linie rigidă“, dat fiind că se pot transforma dintr-unul în altul.
Recunoaştem deasemenea şi rolul efortului în dezvoltatea forţelor
potenţiale de care dispun deja copii şi reperăm pe de o parte efortul serios,
concentrat, consecvent de dezvoltare a unor deprinderi care nu intră însă în
conflict cu interesul copilului ci se completează. Dacă activitatea educativă şi
scopul său nu rămân separate ci se întrepătrund, atunci efortul elevului se
îmbibă de interes direct şi plăcere intrinsecă. Cum este cazul efortului depus
bunăoară în activităţile artistice desfăşurate de copii. Doar în cazurile in care
copilul resimte ruptura dintre activitate şi scop, datorită impunerii unor
scopuri constrângătoare externe (de exemplu, atunci când îşi îndeplineşte
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activitatea numai în vederea obţinerii unor recompense, sau ca să evite
pedepse), atunci efortul devine corvoadă şi îşi pierde interesul şi atracţia
pentru respectiva activitate.
Prin urmare, suntem orientaţi spre următoarea concluzie: profesorul
nu trebuie nici să facă lucrurile interesante şi nici să impună efortul mecanic,
ci trebuie să aleagă subiectele în legătură cu experienţele şi forţele potenţiale
ale copilului şi totodată să-i permită copilului să le aprecieze valoarea şi
utilitatea conform cu ceea ce e semnificativ pentru propria sa viaţă. Nu trebuie
să ne întrebăm „cum se poate introduce în mintea elevului“ un material
exterior indiferent şi gata prelucrat, pe care încercăm să-l facem interesant prin
acoperirea cu trăsături agreabile, sau prin ameninţări dezagreabile, pentru că
„totuşi, ambele metode reprezintă un eşec în ceea ce priveşte punerea
adevăratei probleme şi a găsirii adevăratei metode de rezolvare“ (Dewey,
1992, p. 255). „Greşeala, repet, rezidă în neglijarea activităţilor în care copilul
este deja angajat, sau în consideraţia că ele sunt atât de banale sau de
neinteresante, încât nu au semnificaţie în educaţie. Când sunt într-adevăr luate
în consideraţie aceste activităţi, noul obiect de studiu este interesant în sine în
măsura în care se interferează cu ele“ (Dewey, 1992, p. 255). Scopurile
educative nu se găsesc în afara elevului şi nu trebuie făcute interesante sau
impuse prin constrângere. Trebuie să găsim „un lanţ de legătură“ între
activitatea şi interesul elevului, pentru ca în fiecare etapă a activităţii sale
elevul să-şi regăsească propria semnificaţie şi propriul său interes. „Trebuie să
găsim un interes“ care contribuie la îndeplinirea şi dezvoltarea unei acţiuni
educative cu care elevul se identifică şi care îl captează.
Trebuie să-i ajutăm pe copii să-şi descopere interesul profund şi
dorinţa lor de a face ceva de dragul de a-l face, pur şi simplu pentru că le
trezeşte interesul, îi provoacă, le face face plăcere şi le aduce satisfacţii.
Trebuie, altfel spus, să-i ajutăm să-şi descopere propria motivaţie intrinsecă,
acele câteva aspecte care îi interesează cel mai mult şi le aduc satisfacţii. In
absenţa unei astfel de „flăcări interioare“, cum o numeşte Teresa Amabile,
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copiii pot fi oricât de talentaţi dar risca totodată să-şi risipească talentul şi să
nu-l valorifice. In acest context Dewey ne explică termenul de „motivaţie“ ca
denumind un scop receptat în calitatea lui activă, dinamică, ca şi acţiune, forţă,
mişcare. Motivaţia „exprimă măsura în care ţelul vizat e legat de activitatea cu
care eul se identifică“ (Dewey, 1992, p. 265). Insă şi el remarcă că această
problemă a motivaţiei a fost multă vreme ignorată în teoria instruirii pentru că
s-a considerat că „simpla forţă a voinţei, efortul arbitrar era singurul necesar“.
In practica educaţională aceasta a încurajat recursul la surse externe de
motivaţie precum autoritatea, recompensele, pedepsele, promovarea, premiile.
Deşi s-a recunoscut ineficacitatea motivaţiilor exterioare asupra multor elevi,
s-a păstrat părerea că motivaţia ar ţine doar de subiect, de sentimentele
elevului şi că obiectul de studiu nu ar oferi o motivaţie. Prin urmare „s-a
căutat motivul pentru studiu sau pentru lecţie, în loc să se caute motivul
intrinsec acestora“. S-a considerat că „trebuie să se găsească o justificare la
fiecare persoană, în afara aritmeticii, sau geografiei sau activităţii manuale
care s-ar putea alipi materialului lecţiei pentru a-i da o pârghie sau o forţă
motrice“ (Dewey, 1992, p. 265). Insă, ne explică Dewey, noi nu trebuie să
facem un inventar, o listă de motive şi interese personale pe care presupunem
că le au elevii şi apoi să le ataşăm din exterior şi să le „legăm“ astfel de
diverse lecţii pentru a le face eficace. Nu trebuie să găsim motive din exterior,
dacă se întâmplă de exemplu, ca un copil să nu aibă capacităţi artistice,
bunăoară pentru muzică sau desen. Ci noi trebuie pur şi simplu doar să
reperăm celelalte capacităţi ale sale şi să-i creăm condiţii pentru exersarea şi
dezvoltarea lor.
De fapt trebuie să estimăm forţele şi potenţialităţile copiilor, să
reperăm capacităţile lor concrete şi să încercăm să le dezvoltăm şi să le
promovăm în subiectele de studiu şi în activităţile educative. „Dar dacă
pornim de la premisa potenţelor active ale copiilor studiaţi, vom măsura
utilitatea noului obiect de învăţământ şi a noilor modele de deprinderi prin
felul în care ele promovează dezvoltarea acestor potenţe“ (Dewey, 1992, p.
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266). Pur şi simplu spune Dewey, creşterea şi dezvoltarea potenţelor copiilor e
adevăratul câştig, şi nu trebuie să insistăm asupra altor tipuri de rezultate,
materiale, utilitare, palpabile.

3. Muncă sau joc?
Reluăm în continuare ideea susţinută de Dewey conform căreia în
procesul educativ noi trebuie să plecăm de la experienţa şi potenţialităţile
copiilor. Dacă le dăm ocazia să desfăşoare activităţi care valorifică un întreg
complex de tendinţe naturale instinctive ale copiilor, cresc şansele ca
activitatea educativă să devină o plăcere, să se desfăşoare „în joacă“, cu mai
multă uşurinţă şi mai puţină greutate. Asistăm aşadar în ultimul timp la un
proces de introducere în educaţie a unor noi forme de activităţi educative,
similare cu cele care îi atrag pe tineri şi în timpul lor liber. Motivul pentru care
se recurge la introducerea activităţilor plăcute, distractive, a jocurilor nu
trebuie însă să fie doar acela al evitării plictiselii şi al contrabalansării
activităţilor serioase, tensionate, rigide. In studiile de specialitate s-a evidenţiat
în sfârşit că tendinţele naturale ale copiilor de a explora, de a se implica în
ocupaţii constructive, de a manipula diverse materiale şi ustensile au o
„valoare fundamentală“ pentru că îi angajează total pe copii, provocându-le
sentimente de plăcere şi bucurie. Ideea care s-a impus a fost că dacă
activităţile educative se inspiră din aceste instincte naturale ale copiilor se
poate reduce discrepanţa dintre viaţa şcolară şi viaţa din afara şcolii şi practic,
putem regăsi astfel stadiul dezirabil al indisociabilităţii dintre ştiinţă şi
meşteşug, dintre a învăţa şi a aplica, dintre activitate intelectuală şi activitate
practică.
Remarcăm prin urmare faptul că în cadrul activităţilor şcolare elevii
sunt antrenaţi pentru activităţile fundamentale care în cea mai mare parte se
desfăşoară de fapt în afara şcolii: jocul şi munca. Insă Dewey ne atrage atenţia
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asupra asupra unui aspect foarte important al acestei implicaţii, de introducere
în cadrul interior al şcolii, a activităţilor care se desfăşoară de regulă în afara
şcolii: „nu este suficient doar să se introducă jocurile şi distracţiile, lucrul
manual şi exerciţiile manuale. Totul depinde de modul în care acestea sunt
folosite“ (Dewey, 1972, p. 171).
In practica educaţională se desfăşoară desigur o grămadă de activităţi
care implică diverse procedee şi operaţiuni practice (modelaje, construcţii,
manipulări), sau se desfăsoară activităţi care au finalitate socială (excursiile,
desenul, cântul, dramatizarea, dansul), precum şi o gamă nesfârşită de jocuri şi
distracţii. Dar de ce anume trebuie să ţinem cont atunci când implicăm copiii
în astfel de activităţi? Desigur elevii trebuie să-şi însuşească o îndemânare
manuală, practică, tehnică, în respectiva sarcină de muncă activă, care să poată
fi utilizată adecvat şi în activităţile din afara şcolii, în viaţa lor socială viitoare,
dar care, insistă Dewey, trebuie să fie însoţită neapărat şi de sentimentul de
satisfacţie şi plăcere pe care îl provoacă efectuarea cu succes a unor astfel de
activităţi. Trebuie să fim atenţi ca nu cumva activităţile practice să se limiteze
doar la reproducerea unui model, să nu se reducă strict, fără variaţii şi
modificări, la aplicarea modelului determinat, pentru că atunci ratează atât
înţelegerea şi folosirea judecăţii în selectarea şi adaptarea acţiunilor practice,
însă ratează desigur şi pregătirea pentru finalităţile sociale. Activităţile
practice pe care le desfăşoară copiii în şcoli pot să aibă asemenea tendinţe
greşite care se datorează „excesului de zel în selecţionarea materialului şi a
instrumentelor care să înlăture posibilităţile de producere a greşelilor“
(Dewey, 1972, p. 171). Astfel elevilor nu li se mai acordă spaţiul pentru
formularea alegerilor, judecăţilor, evaluărilor şi ajung doar la deprinderi
rudimentare, formale, mecanice, care nu le vor fi utile nici în alte situaţii
complexe ale vieţi lor sociale viitoare. Ori, subliniază Dewey, „deocamdată
este mai important să se menţină o atitudine creatoare şi constructivă, decât să
se asigure o perfecţiune exterioară prin angajarea activităţii elevului în lucrări
prea de amănunt şi orânduite prea îndeaproape“ (Dewey, 1972, p. 172).
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Trebuie încurajate prin urmare capacităţile instinctive de experimentare ale
elevilor şi trebuie redus pe de altă parte controlul exercitat din afară, atât în
alegerea materialelor cât şi în furnizarea instrucţiunilor de către profesor.
Profesorii trebuie să se elibereze de teama faţă de materialele neprelucrate în
prealabil. Oricum elevii nu îşi vor însuşi operaţiunea intelectuală prin care
materialul a fost deja prelucrat anterior de alţii, ci doar vor constata rezultatul
şi vor deprinde doar o tehnică de practică elementară. Işi vor forma o
pricepere tehnică eficientă, indiferentă însă şi izolată de scopul de a descoperi
şi experimenta care conferă sens respectivei activităţi. Vor deprinde doar o
tehnică de a face ceva totdeauna „întocmai aşa“ dar izolată de scopurile care
leagă activitatea de viaţa lor proprie. Numai dacă e confruntat cu un material
brut pe care poate să-l prelucreze liber, elevul poate să deprindă o operaţiune
inteligentă. In procesul executării activităţii vor învăţa „cum“ să execute şi nu
în mod abstract, anterior executării activităţii. Prin urmare e indicat ca elevii
să ajungă la înţelegerea rolului activităţii practice, să înţeleagă scopul
activităţilor cărora li se consacră, scopuri care trebuie să fie cât mai apropiate
de viaţa lor şi de experienţa lor zilnică.
Mai mult de atât, explică Dewey, „aceste activităti oferă moduri de
experienţă cu valoare intrinsecă; ele au calitatea de a conferi activităţii şcolare
adevărata liberalizare“ (Dewey, 1972, p. 174). Bunăoară, exemplifică el,
grădinăritul nu trebuie predat în vederea unor scopuri exterioare ulterioare:
nici pentru a forma profesiunea de viitori grădinari, nici ca un mod plăcut de
petrecere a timpului liber. Important este ca elevii să înţeleagă dacă prezintă
interes direct pentru viaţa lor şi dacă pot continua activitatea de dragul
descoperirilor lor, independent de scopurile extrinseci la care ar putea sluji
acestea. Ajungem aşadar la concluzia că ocupaţiile active în care sunt iniţiaţi
elevii sunt importante pentru organizarea studiului ştiinţific de ansamblu al
elevilor tocmai datorită faptului că îi ancorează în propria lor viaţă cotidiană,
socială, favorizează învăţarea prin acţiune şi reduc pericolul unei educaţii
abstracte, formale, speculative.
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Dar ceea ce Dewey numeşte „ocupaţie activă“ cuprinde atât munca cât
şi jocul. Si aceste ocupaţii, explică el, nu sunt antitetice, au în comun faptul că
urmăresc scopuri în mod conştient şi pentru îndeplinirea lor selecţionează şi
adaptează materialele şi procesele necesare realizării lor. Diferă mai degrabă
prin durata care influenţează legătura dintre mijloace şi scopuri. In joc
activitatea îşi găseşte propriul său scop şi nu vizează desigur un rezultat
ulterior. Insa dacă activitatea jocului ar fi doar de moment, ar fi pur fizică şi nar avea semnificaţie, ca şi în cazul jocului pur imitativ al copiilor, care joacă
orbeşte, răspunzând doar la o excitaţie directă. Dar de fapt jocul este condus
de idei care orientează acţiunile succesive ale jocului. Nu se mărgineşte doar
la o acţiune fizică, ci încearcă să realizeze un „tot“ care vizează succesiunea
actelor, ceea ce conferă libertate şi mobilitate jocului. Dacă un copil doreşte să
realizeze o jucărie, trebuie să realizeze această unică finalitate dirijând cu
perseverenţă multe acţiuni urmărind aceasta idee unică. La copii cu vârste
mici nici nu există distincţie între perioadele exclusive de activitate de joc sau
activitate de munca. Copii au un interes pasionant de a participa la activităţile
de muncă la fel ca în activităţile de joacă. In plus, această ocupaţie activă a
copilului care este jocul se transformă uşor în muncă. Pur şi simplu, dacă se
schimbă durata, dacă se prevăd rezultate îndepărate, determinate, care implică
un efort permanent pentru realizarea lor, atunci jocul se transformă în muncă.
Munca este de asemenea o activitate care se defăşoară conform unui scop dar
nu diferă de joc prin faptul că activitatea muncii este subordonată unui rezultat
exterior, ci datorită faptului că rezultatul implică o desfăşurare mai largă şi
mai complexă a activităţii, dat fiind că se acordă o atenţie sporită rezultatelor
realizate.
Si jocul şi munca sunt de fapt activităţi libere şi intrinsec motivate, dar
desigur cu excepţia cazurilor în care jocul devine o agitaţie inutilă şi munca o
activitate trudnică. Riscul este ca munca să devină o activitate care se
desfăşoară prin constrângere din exterior, o activitate care este doar un mijloc
pentru îndeplinirea unor scopuri exterioare activităţii. Atunci munca îşi pierde
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semnificaţia, nu mai are scopuri intrinseci, nu se mai desfăşoară pentru ea
însăşi, nu mai serveşte propriei ei finalităţi, nu mai mai este o activitatea care
îţi dă satisfacţii prin ea însăşi. Ajunge doar un mijloc pentru realizarea unor
scopuri externe, pentru a câştiga recompensa bănească, sau pentru a evita
probleme mai grave şi neplăcute. Dacă munca serveşte mai degrabă pentru
îndeplinirea unor sarcini impuse din exterior, atunci se manifestă nevoia de joc
în timpul liber în care copilul riscă să recurgă la o mulţime de stimulente, de la
jocurile de noroc, la diversele distracţii şi recreări mai extreme. Concluzia care
se impune este aşadar că însăşi educaţia trebuie să fie preocupată de oferirea
de ocazii pentru recreere, joc, activităţi ludice, pentru că altfel instinctele
înabuşite ale copiilor riscă să găsească supape nepotrivite şi ilicite. „Educaţia
nu are altă responsabilitate mai serioasă decât aceea de a asigura în mod
corespunzător dispunerea de un timp liber recreativ“. Munca şcolară trebuie
neapărat să fie impregnată de elemental ludic, să fie pătrunsă de spiritul
jucăuş. Si desigur, comentează Dewey, „munca ce rămâne pătrunsă de
atitudinea ludică este o artă“ (Dewey, 1972, p. 179).

4. Fluxul extatic al jocului
Mai punem în discuţie un experiment făcut de psihologul Mihaly
Csikszentmihaly asupra unor personalităţi celebre, artişti şi oameni de ştiinţă
de la care a încercat să înţeleagă ce anume le-a făcut viaţa plină de înţeles, de
satisfacţii şi plăcere. Pur şi simplu el a remarcat faptul că atunci când suntem
ocupaţi cu o sarcină care solicită la maximum forţele şi talentele noastre
intrăm într-o experienţă de „flux“ în care trăim la capacităţile noastre maxime.
Si această experienţă a fluxului poate surveni oricui, unui poet sau muzician,
unui alipinist sau chirurg, unuia care citeşte sau celui care lucrează la munca
câmpului. Atunci când avem experienţa fluxului resimţim o stare de
concentrare intensă, suntem total acaparaţi de o acţiune sau de un joc, pentru
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că dispare distincţia de care ne vorbea şi Dewey, dintre persoană şi activitate:
ştii exact ceea ce vrei să faci, eşti concentrat pe fiecare pas şi plăcerea decurge
chiar din paşii făcuţi şi nu din atingerea obiectivului; ceea ce faci capătă
semnificaţie şi te provoacă în aşa măsură încât simţul timpului dispare şi ai
sentimentul de evadare şi din timp şi din tine însuţi. De fapt tocmai activitatea
pe care o desfăşurăm ne declanşează această stare extatică a fluxului şi ne
provoacă plăcere astfel încât îndeplinim activitatea chiar de dragul de a o
îndeplini şi nu pentru a realiza alte scopuri exterioare.
Marea provocare care ne este lansată este aşadar aceasta: Cum să
facem ca să punem cât mai mult din viaţa noastră cotidiană în acest canal de
flux? Cum facem să se manifeste starea de flux la serviciu şi la şcoală?
Această

provocare

merită

toată

atenţia

noastră

deoarece,

explică

Csikszentmihaly, „dacă lipseşte fluxul, munca se transformă în corvoadă, iar
lucrătorul îşi pierde iniţiativele creative“. Prin urmare ne face această
recomandare banală: „munceşte din greu, fii corect, dar cel mai important,
distrează-te. Stiu că poate să pară banal, dar aşa simt eu“ (Csikszentmihaly,
2006).
In urma acestei provocări ne întrebăm şi noi ce putem face în
activitatea educativă ca să declanşăm această stare de flux? De fapt când intră
copilul într-o astfel de stare? Ce activitate dezinteresată desfăşoară copilul,
care este însoţită de sentimente de încordare şi bucurie, care se bazează pe
asumarea liberă a unor reguli şi pe care o efectuează de bunăvoie în cadrul
unor limite de timp şi spaţiu, dar care îi permite să iasă din realitatea vieţii
obişnuite ca să evadeze într-o altă lume, cu totul altfel decât lumea sa
obişnuită? Desigur că această activitate este jocul. Copilul îşi angajează
întreaga sa fiinţă în joc, îşi manifestă în mod liber spontaneitatea, creativitatea,
autonomia, e absorbit complet de rolul să şi se identifică cu personajele pe
care le joacă. Jocul îl desprinde pe copil de lumea sa obişnuită şi îl transportă
într-o altă lume în care experimentează o altă realitate, o realitate transfigurată
de elementul ludic care-i provoacă sentimente profunde de bucurie. Jocul îl
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transportă pur şi simplu în starea de flux. Copilul care se joacă, la fel ca şi un
adult care participă la un joc resimte această stare extatică extrem de plăcută,
de care ne mărturiseşte bunăoară unul din cei intervievaţi: „concentrarea în joc
era maximă, dincolo de ea nu mai exista nimic, nimic în afară actului de a
participa şi de a pasa mingea“; „atunci când jocul e captivant, am senzaţia că
nu mai aud nimic – lumea pare să-şi fi întrerupt toate legăturile cu mine şi nu
mă pot gândi decât la joc“ (Csikszentmihaly, 2006, p.65-72). In joc copilul
intră în această stare extatică a fluxului în care îşi ia efectiv rolul în serios
pentru că jocul este serios pentru el, este chiar o activitate serioasă pentru care
îşi dă toată osteneală şi în care investeşte efort, nefiind nicidecum doar un
simplu amuzament. Pentru copil adeseori chiar dispare distincţia dintre muncă
şi joc; aproape orice activitate devine un joc. Pe lângă încărcătura de
seriozitate şi muncă pe care o primeşte activitatea jocului la copil, apare
desigur şi cealaltă încărcătură deosebită, de plăcere, de satisfacţie, de bucurie
intensă. Jocul este în acelaşi timp pentru copil şi o activitate serioasă care
implică efort dar şi o stare de plăcere intensă.
Concluzionăm aşadar, în urma argumentărilor şi sugestiilor dezvoltate
de John Dewey, că trebuie să promovăm jocul în educaţie deoarece jocul
provoacă atât interesul cât şi efortul copilului, fiind totodată şi muncă serioasă
şi activitate ludică plăcută, declanşând exact ceea ce ajunge să confere valoare
activităţilor educative şi de fapt tuturor activităţilor noastre: motivaţia
intrinsecă, dorinţa de a face ceva de dragul de a face. Incheiem invocând un alt
avertisment fundamental asupra căreia ne atrage atenţia şi Solomon Marcus:
„de înţelegerea funcţiei universale a jocului depinde succesul în cea mai
importantă acţiune socială: educaţia. De corecta înţelegere a jocului depinde
exercitarea eficientă a oricărei profesiuni“ (Marcus, 2007, p. 5).
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Abstract ‘Human Sciences’ is one of the many courses of study in the
system of secondary education in Flanders that prepares students for higher
education. Despite its aspirations, this course of study is perceived both
within and outside the schools as the easiest track and, therefore the lowest
rung within general secondary education. In 2001, the Flemish government
passed a reform with the intention of upgrading the course of study. In
addition to changing the name from ‘Humanities’ to ‘Human Sciences’,
structural changes were implemented in order to improve the image. In this
article, we assess whether this reform has been successful. Although there
is clear evidence of positive developments, several steps must still be taken
with regard to positive orientation, transfer opportunities, departmental
functioning and school policy.

Key words secondary education, human sciences, educational reform,
waterfall system

1. The Flemish secondary education system
The education system in Belgium is a complex matter. Since 1989,
education has fallen almost entirely under the authority of the Flemish
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Community, the northern, Dutch-speaking half of Belgium. Full-time
secondary education is intended for students from 12 to 18 years of age, and it
includes six school years, divided over three stages. In the first stage, the
greatest portion of the classroom time is devoted to basic education.
Beginning in the second stage (at the age of 14 years), we can distinguish four
different forms of education:
1. General secondary education (ASO) emphasises broad general education.
Students are not prepared for any specific profession. This form
concentrates on providing a sound foundation for higher education, and
most students choose to continue their studies after completing ASO.
2. Technical secondary education (TSO) places special emphasis on general
and technical/theoretical subjects. After completing TSO, students are
prepared to exercise a profession or to proceed to higher education. This
form of education also includes practical classes.
3. Secondary arts education (KSO) combines broad, general education with
active practice in the arts. After completing KSO, students are prepared to
exercise a profession or to proceed to higher education.
4. Vocational secondary education (BSO) is a practice-oriented form of
education, in which students learn a specific occupation, in addition to
receiving a general education.
Each form of education comprises many courses of study. One of the
greatest problems in Flemish education is the ‘waterfall system’. The
‘waterfall system’ is a popular metaphor for the system in which students
initially opt for a course of study at a high theoretical level, but then, through
failure, gradually descend to a more practical course of study (Luyten &
Bosker, 2012). Statistics confirm that, in 2012, the waterfall system in
Flanders had not yet been drained. Moreover, the curriculum choices that
students in Flanders make during their school careers are often definitive.
There are few possibilities for swimming upstream.
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2. The original course of study in the ‘Humanities’
The course of study in the ‘Humanities’ is relatively new within the ASO.
Its story began in the ‘normal schools’ of the past. In the first half of the 20th
century, ‘normal schools’ were considered a valid alternative to the classic
courses of study like Latin-mathematics. The ‘normal schools’ devoted
considerable attention to educational training. The choice to attend a ‘normal
school’ could be made after the fourth stage of the lower school. The program
was spread over four years, after which students graduated as qualified
teachers. The ‘normal schools’ were characterized by a strict climate that
placed heavy emphasis on order and discipline. This conservative attitude
would later come into heavy conflict with the dynamic climate of the 1960s
(Van Essen, 2006).
In the late 1960s, new insights emerged with regard to people and society.
The concept of intelligence gradually acquired a broader interpretation. Social
intelligence came to be recognized, in addition to mathematical, linguistic and
spatial-technical

intelligence.

Relational

competence

was

considered

important for all domains of life. Preparing students for later life called for
skills other than those stimulated by the courses of study that were available at
that time: psychological insight, socially conscious thinking, media skills,
organizational skills and communication skills. Society expressed a need for a
curriculum that would focus on people and society as the objects of study.
There was a need for a category of highly educated people with broad
knowledge concerning people in historical, geographic and social contexts.
The predominantly Catholic education system understood the need for
such a curriculum. In the background, the Catholic associates cherished the
hope that the experiment could be used to avert a new crisis in the faith. In
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1968, this led to the establishment of a new course of study in 17 ‘normal
schools’: Humanities (Michiels, 2001). Those graduating with diplomas in the
humanities were expected to be able to position their own personality
characteristics within constructive relationships with others. The Humanities,
however, aspired to be innovative in all respects. New teaching methods were
expected to sharpen the new substantive learning materials and skills for
students. In order to promote personal development, students received
considerable autonomy and responsibility. In this way, the course of study was
designed with the hope of appealing to students with intelligence equal to that
of students in the scientific or mathematical courses of study.
Particularly in Catholic environments, considerable energy was invested in
designing and guiding the Humanities curriculum (Beirnaert, 1974). It
nevertheless proved difficult to secure a position for the Humanities
equivalent to that of the other ASO curricula. This course of study was often
perceived as the ‘garbage-can course’ or the ‘lowest rung’ of the ASO.
Students who had not succeeded in the traditional ASO curricula often found
their way into the Humanities. In this way, they could avoid repeating a year
or being ‘demoted’ to TSO or BSO. The course of study was not an immediate
success, and it underwent a number of sometimes inconsistent developments
within the framework of the educational reforms that took place in the early
1970s and late 1980s (Henkens, 2007). In the mid 1990s, it even seemed that
the course of study would be discontinued.
This did not occur, however, although it was generally agreed that the
course of study should be upgraded. The revision of the Humanities
curriculum began in September 2001. The discipline-specific approach was
replaced by an integrated, cross-disciplinary curriculum. The separate subjects
(e.g. media, ethics, psychology) were converted to two interdisciplinary
subjects – behavioral sciences and cultural sciences – with the goal of drawing
connections between subjects (Van Looy & Coninx, 2008). At the same time,
a new name was expected to enhance the image. The Human Sciences course
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of study was born. In most schools, the transition would not be implemented
until 2005-2006.
3. The new Human Sciences
About a third of the students in secondary education in Flanders
choose to enter ASO. Within one of these forms of education, the student
chooses a particular course of study. The Human Sciences course of study is
positioned in the second and third stages of the ASO (see Table 1). The course
of study is certainly not small in terms of the number of students, accounting
for slightly more than 6% of all ASO students. Three fourths of these students
are girls. Students choosing Human Sciences exhibit considerable interest in
personal and social services (Deprez et al., 2012).
Table&1:&School&population,&by&ASO&course&of&study&(Vlaamseoverheid,&2013a)&
Total 2nd stage
Course of study

Total 3rd stage
T

Special academic education

-

-

-

Economics

7,995

8,515

Economics–Modern languages

-

Economics–Science

-

Economics–Mathematics
Greek

General total
T

42

T

34

76

42

34

76

16,510 -

-

-

7,995

8,515

16,510

-

-

4,596

5,507

10,103 4,596

5,507

10,103

-

-

468

352

820

468

352

820

-

-

-

1,366

1,159

2,525

1,366

1,159

2,525

177

163

340

-

-

-

177

163

340

Greek–Latin

748

1,007

1,755

229

358

587

977

1,365

2,342

Greek–Modern languages

-

-

-

7

15

22

7

15

22

Greek–Science

-

-

-

45

46

91

45

46

91

Greek–Mathematics

-

-

-

228

268

496

228

268

496

Human Sciences

1,968

6,674

8,642

2,392

7,023

9,415

4,360

13,697 18,057

Latin

6,239

8,282

14,521 -

-

-

6,239

8,282

14,521

Latin–Modern languages

-

-

-

923

2,213

3,136

923

2,213

3,136

Latin–Science

-

-

-

860

1,511

2,371

860

1,511

2,371

Latin–Mathematics

-

-

-

1,824

2,185

4,009

1,824

2,185

4,009

Modern languages–High-level athletics -

-

-

27

8

35

27

8

35

Modern languages–Science

-

-

-

1,616

2,187

3,803

1,616

2,187

3,803

Modern languages–Mathematics

-

-

-

163

378

541

163

378

541

Rudolf Steiner pedagogics

137

206

343

118

193

311

255

399

654

Sport science

918

472

1,390

735

349

1,084

1,653

821

2,474

Science

10,291 8,503

-

-

10,291 8,503
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Science–High-level athletics

109

59

168

53

25

78

84

246

Science–Mathematics

-

-

-

7,340

5,081

12,421 7,340

162

5,081

12,421

Mathematics–High-level athletics

-

-

-

7

6

13

7

6

13

Yeshiva

29

65

94

32

55

87

61

120

181

Total

28,611 33,946 62,557 23,071 28,953 52,024 51,682 62,899 114,581

The course of study includes the basic general subjects (e.g. mathematics,
Dutch, French, English), as well as a specific section (behavioral and cultural
sciences). It is interesting to note the lack of a dividing line between these two
specific subjects. The same seven profile components are found in each of the
two subjects: (1) interaction and communication, (2) identity, (3) continuity
and change, (4) consistency and interaction, (5) expression, (6) values and (7)
scientific research methods. The Vlaamse Onderwijsraad [Flemish Education
Council] (1999) defines the two specific subjects as follows:
!

The behavioral sciences are sciences that investigate the functioning of
individuals and society, as well as the ways in which people act in and
perceive society. Based on this general approach, the behavioral sciences
focus on the creation of interpretative frameworks and explanatory models
that can be used to identify problems concerning the individual and
society. Based on these premises, the behavioral sciences pursue the
development of solutions.

!

The cultural sciences are aimed at the critical study of cultural expressions
as the expression of people and society. The cultural sciences lead to
reflection on and structure in cultural phenomena.
The Human Sciences course of study is intended for students who are

particularly interested in human relationships and everything that takes place
within society (Vlaamseoverheid, 2013b). Human Sciences students are
immersed in bath of specific domains of study, which require considerable
capacity for abstract thought and a sense of analysis and synthesis. The subject
area

of

the

behavioral

sciences

comprises

psychology,

sociology,

anthropology and education. The behavior of people as individuals and their
behavior within society constitute areas of particular focus. The topics
addressed in the behavioral sciences also include relationships of all types, as
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well as human growth and development. The subject of cultural sciences
includes ethics, aesthetics, philosophy, history, law and economics. Art is a
commonly discussed topic, as are cultural phenomena and the transfer of
culture within society.
4. Quantitative overview of the transition
After the transition, the Human Sciences course of study enjoyed renewed
interest and popularity, as evidenced by the positive developments in the total number
of registered Human Sciences students, as compared to those registered in the
Humanities (Figure 1, Graph 1). Beginning in 2005, the number of Human Sciences
students nearly doubled the number of Humanities students in 2001. It is interesting
to note that, before the reform, there were many more students in the third-stage
Humanities than there were in the second stage (Figure 1, Graph 3), while the two
stages of Human Sciences have remained nearly equal since 2005. This development
seems to indicate that the reform has had a positive effect and that the course of study
has become less of a safety net for ASO students from the other courses of study. The

figures suggest that the waterfall system within the ASO has declined with
regard to the Human Sciences course of study.
The number of schools offering Human Sciences is more limited than is
the number of schools that had offered Humanities (Figure 1, Graph 2).
Nevertheless, the number of schools with Human Sciences is distributed more
evenly across the Flemish municipalities than were the schools that had
offered the Humanities (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Developments in the transition from Humanities to Human Sciences
(Vlaamseoverheid, 2013d)
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Figure 2: Developments in the number of schools with Humanities and Human Sciences
in Flanders (Vlaamseoverheid, 2013d)
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Transition to higher education
In order to be a full-fledged course of study within the ASO, it is necessary to

secure the number of students transferring into higher education. The pass rate for
most Human Sciences students (N=13,016) is relatively high (see Table 2): 57%
transfer to PBA, while 33% transfer to ABAUN. Nevertheless, the average number of
credits earned within ABAUN (43.1) is low. The average number of credits earned
within PBA (65.5) is moderate to high. Only 7.5% of the students do not go on to
receive any higher education. The broad substantive spectrum of the higher education
degree programs that are selected reflects the diversity of interests within the student
population for this course of study. The low success rate for academic studies and the
relatively high success rate for professional higher studies, however, are indicative of
a profile of students who are more likely to have attained an average level of
abstraction. This course of study leaves open many wide exits. Nevertheless, it is also
not given that students in mathematics or science will continue their studies. Students
completing the Human Sciences course of study are most likely to enter programs
within the domain of ‘Welfare and Society’. For this reason, Human Sciences is
sometimes described as a preparation for the soft sector.
Table&2:&Transfers&from&Human&Sciences&to&higher&education&(VVKSO,&2013)&

Highereducationdegreeprogramme GHO PG

SS

SS =
100%

SS = SS =
50-

1-

99% 49%

SS =
0%

ABAUN

4242 32.6%

Communication science

390 3%

Criminal studies

362 2.8% 44.5 12.4% 32.3% 34% 20.7%

History

315 2.4% 41.5 8.3% 31.1% 45.1% 14.9%

Educational science

285 2.2% 64 15.8% 55.1% 24.2% 3.9%

Psychology

926 7.1% 46.8 11.6% 34.2% 40.4% 12.5%

Law

517 4%

ABAHO

616 4,7%

PBA

7397 56,8%

Business management

346 2,7% 59 15,9% 46,8% 27,7% 8,4%
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Communications management

289 2,2% 58.1 12,5% 51,2% 28,7% 6,9%

Education, earlyprimary school

368 2.8% 73.9 38.3% 47,6% 10,9% 3,3%

Education, primary school

958 7,4% 67.9 21,9% 55,3% 18,3% 3,9%

Education, secondary school

740 5,7% 63.2 23,8% 45,1% 23,2% 7,4%

Remedial education

739 5,7% 71.3 25,8% 51,4% 18,9% 3%

Socialwork

1096 8.4% 68 24.3% 51.1% 20.2% 4.1%

Appliedpsychology

515 4%

Nursing

514 3.9% 71.3 29.8% 50.6% 13.6% 5.4%

No highereducation

981 7.5%

62.8 18.4% 49.5% 27% 4.9%

Legend
ABAUN

Academic Bachelor degree (university)

ABAHO

Academic Bachelor degree (university of applied science)

PBA

Professional Bachelor degree

SS

Average success rate This is an indication of success (or the lack
thereof) in higher education. It is determined by dividing the number of
credits earned (courses passed) by the number of active credits included
(courses for which a student had registered; for most first-year students,
60 credits) and multiplying the result by 100. Assessed credits (absolute
number of points earned on failed examinations) are not included in this
indicator. In the table, SS is displayed with a certain colour code that is
linked to the numerical information.

SS=100%

The percentage of first-year students achieving 100% of the credits
within the academic year (same as for SS = 50-99% ... ).

GHO

First-year students in higher education A first-year student is defined as
a student enrolling for the first time in the Flemish higher education
system with a diploma contract for an initial Bachelor degree. This
analysis is based on data from three academic years: 2007-2008; 20082009 and 2009-2010. This allows us to present the success rates in a
more reliable manner.

PG

Matriculation rate The matriculation rate is the percentage of secondary
graduates registering in higher education in the year referred to in the
report.
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6. Human Sciences inspected
The Human Sciences course of studies has existed for more than a decade
now. As noted, considerable effort has been expended to improve the image of
this track and to make it into a full-fledged ASO track. The question now is
whether the transition has achieved the desired result. The auditing reports
prepared by the Education Inspectorate provide additional insight into this
matter (Vlaamseoverheid, 2013c). An analysis of all Flemish schools offering
the Human Sciences course of study reveals the following:
!

In general, the course of study succeeds in achieving its curriculum
objectives.

!

With regard to school results, most Human Sciences students score well on
the two specific subjects ‘Behavioural sciences’ and ‘Cultural sciences’.
On the basic subjects, the students’ scores are lower than average.

!

The department comprising teachers of Human Sciences plays a crucial
role within the school, given that the specific subjects of Behavioural
sciences and Cultural sciences encompass several disciplines. Thorough
consultation between teachers is therefore essential. The results of the
report indicate that many Human Sciences departments function
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exceptionally well. This is largely due to the strong social skills, good
communication skills and considerable engagement of Human Sciences
teachers. It is interesting to note that good departments within schools are
usually combined with student counselling and a positive policy of
orientation to Human Sciences.
!

In a number of schools, students continue to transfer into Human Sciences
after failing to advance in another course of study. Nevertheless, many
students have made a well-considered and positive choice for Human
Sciences. The Human Sciences course of study is gradually shedding its
negative image, and it is no longer perceived as a ‘garbage-can’ course.
This is also evidenced by the fact that pupils who transfer to Human
Sciences later in the year are nevertheless required to make a serious
effort. Although students receive very good counselling in nearly all
schools, the transition is not easy.

!

The course of study cannot realize its potential unless specific classrooms
are available, equipped with instructional materials (e.g. a projector and a
computer). The course of study must constantly respond to current events.
Subscriptions to magazines, newspapers and self-made handbooks are
therefore more a necessity than they are a luxury. In addition, it is
important for the students to work on their own and to have the
opportunity to search references in libraries and media centers. The
majority of schools, however, lack adequate infrastructure and materials.
The Education Inspectorate notes that the Human Sciences course of study

has everything it needs in order to free itself from its negative image and
develop into a full-fledged ASO course. Some schools have yet to be
successful in this regard. Conditions for success include a positive orientation
policy, an active department within the school, elaborate student counselling
and a sound infrastructure.
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7. Focus on the educational approach
To gain a better understanding of the micro-processes underlying the
results reported by the Inspectorate, interviews were held with seven
educational counsellors from the Human Sciences course of study. The core
duties of educational counsellors consist of helping schools in the realization
of their educational projects and supervising teachers. In addition, educational
counsellors play an important role in organizing the departments and the
realization of curricula. Educational counsellors have good insight into the
educational process in Human Sciences, because they maintain many contacts
with teachers and school boards. In the section below, we present the results
by topic.
7.1. Orientation to Human Sciences
According to the educational counsellors, the orientation to Human
Sciences is still problematic in many cases, due to erroneous perceptions of
the Human Sciences profile on the part of many parents, students and teachers
(outside Human Sciences). It begins in the class council, which provides
orientation to students and advises them in the choice of a course of study. In
many cases, the results for language and mathematics are decisive, and
students who have scored poorly are advised to enroll in Human Sciences. As
a matter of course, students with good scores in language or mathematics are
advised to choose a course of study in mathematics or languages. This practice
overlooks the possibility that these ‘stronger’ pupils might possess the proper
interests and capabilities to enroll in Human Sciences.
In addition, the recommendations are not usually binding. In practice,
therefore, parents and students have the last word in the choice of a course of
study. Many parents also still consider the Human Sciences course of study as
a weak link within ASO. They try to keep their children in a mathematics or
language course of study for as long as possible. When a son or daughter
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receives poor marks, Human Sciences is often considered as a way of
avoiding TSO. At the beginning of the second stage, students are required to
choose a course of study, and they often follow the advice of their parents.
Students in the third stage are more likely to make a conscious choice for the
Human Sciences course of study, because they have a better view of the own
capacities and interests.
In order to break the negative orientation pattern of teachers and parents
with regard to Human Sciences, some schools have chosen to fill in the
elective portion of the curriculum with mathematics. This adaptation makes
the course of study attractive to students who are strong in mathematics, and it
is no longer an option for pupils with poor scores in this area. The
appropriateness of additional mathematics in the study profile for Human
Sciences is debatable, however, and it could arguably make more sense to
reinforce the course of study by adding depth to the subjects of behavioral
sciences and cultural sciences. Educational counsellors are encouraging
schools to establish an entrance threshold for students who transfer to Human
Sciences later. In concrete terms, such a threshold could consist of a remedial
packet or an intake interview. Such initiatives nevertheless tend to have an
optional character.
7.2. Transition to higher education
In theory, as an ASO course of study, Human Sciences should prepare
students for all forms of higher education. In reality, the step to an academic
programme is too large for many, even within their own areas of study (e.g.
communication sciences, psychology, sociology, adult education). Many
Human Sciences students do not transfer to the university because their level
of abstraction is lower than that of students from the other ASO courses of
study. In many cases, they do not possess the prerequisite ‘Human Sciences’
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profile and, conversely, many students who do have the ‘Human Sciences’
profile do not enter this curriculum, preferring to follow ‘stronger’ curricula.
In this regard, however, we can note that the transition to an academic
program need not be an end in itself. If the actual profiles of Human Sciences
students are more appropriate to a professional program, and if this is the first
choice of these students, they are likely to have found the right place. This
confronts us with another facet of the waterfall system: society assigns greater
value to academic programs than it does to higher professional programs.
Such assumptions obstruct the general view of what is most important – that
individual students arrive in the places that are most appropriate to their own
profiles.
7.3. Departmental functioning
Within the department, teachers can exchange information and make sure
that everyone is on the same page. This is particularly important for Human
Sciences, given that two interdisciplinary subjects (i.e. behavioral sciences and
culture sciences) are offered within this course of study. In practice,
departmental functioning can differ from one school to the next. This depends
upon the attitude of the teachers, although the school board also bears a major
responsibility to provide the necessary time for departmental functioning. In
their turn, educational counsellors can contribute to the functioning of the
departments by helping them to become more professional. In some cases,
they organize departments across schools.
Since the reform, teachers have been on their own with regard to the
development of teaching materials for the interdisciplinary studies in
behavioral sciences and cultural sciences. Through the years, handbooks have
emerged on the market, although handbooks are not always the most
appropriate resources for the activating approach adopted within Human
Sciences. Moreover, the subjects are also so vulnerable to paradigm transitions
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and current events that handbooks are often outdated before they are
published. Fortunately, the time-consuming task of developing materials can
be included within the departments, thereby achieving an efficient task
division. Departments across schools can also fulfil an important role in this
regard.
7.4. School infrastructure and personnel policy
The differences in facilities between schools are very large. Some schools
have designated separate areas within their school buildings for Human
Sciences. In contrast, other schools do not even have Internet connections in
the classroom. There are various causes for this situation. Some schools do not
have access to the necessary materials, although it is often due to
organizational or substantive choices. School boards should treat Human
Sciences as having sufficient value to justify investment. At the same time,
departments are responsible for making their needs clear to their school
boards.
The interdisciplinary nature of the subjects in Human Sciences plays to the
disadvantage of this course of study with regard personnel policy. It can
generate the impression that everyone is capable of teaching these subjects. It
is thus also common practice to use the hours allocated for Human Sciences to
supplement the hours of teachers in other subject areas. This degrades the
status of the course of study amongst teachers.

8. Conclusion
The position and the image of the Human Sciences course of study within
the Flemish secondary education system are subject to several trends that
transcend the actual course of study. It is dependent upon the general social
valuation of professions and the current structure of the Flemish education
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situation. As long as these remain unchanged, Human Sciences will continue
to struggle with a structural disadvantage. The waterfall system cannot be
discontinued until society is able to develop a broader perception of
intelligence, such that the ‘soft’ sector is considered of equal value.
That does not mean, however, that there are no possibilities for
improvement. The transition from the Humanities to Human Sciences has
improved the image of the course of study. Considerable effort has been
invested in profiling in order to ensure that the ‘right’ students enter the course
of study. The clearest signals come from Human Sciences teachers, sometimes
supported by their school boards. In contrast, the old image has yet to be
abandoned by some of the other teachers and parents.
Although the Inspectorate indicates that the course of study is achieving
its goals, students graduating from this course of study appear to transfer
unilaterally to higher professional education programs, thereby being underrepresented in academic higher education. The extent to which this is
experienced as a problem is open to debate. For the current generations of
Human Sciences students, this has proven to be the ‘correct’ place. If the goal
is also to prepare students for academic programs within the same field, the
bar should be raised with regard to admission into the course of study, as well
as with regard to the objectives.
In order to strengthen its position and image, the Human Sciences course
of study must deliver quality and continue to deliver quality. The departments
play a key role in this regard. In addition, school boards should allow space
for departmental functioning, organize counselling for students, provide the
necessary infrastructure and operate a personnel policy with respect to the
profile for Human Sciences. Only if all of these conditions are met, will the
course of study be able to meet the high quality requirements. In practice, it
appears that the ability to achieve this level is strongly dependent upon the
school.
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The Importance of Coaching Strategies in the
Pedagogical Practice of Religion
Mihaela Oros, michaelaoros@gmail.com
Babeș-Bolyai University, Romania
Abstract The pedagogical practice represents a fundamental component in
the process of professionalization for a teaching career. The pedagogical
practice cannot function properly unless it is sustained by a theoretical
education. First of all, it is necessary to rethink the concept of practice
from a contemporary point of view of epistemology, which regards
practice as one of the essential sources of knowledge. Practice must be
understood as a reflection upon action, a reflection that sets in motion the
assimilated theoretical knowledge.
The coaching approach to pedagogical practice represents an actual
challenge for any trainer of trainers. Such a perspective requires the trainer
to thoroughly analyze his professional behavior, his ability to select the
most relevant ways of teaching pedagogy, the best methods for facilitating
the knowledge transfer from the master to the disciple.
The most important aspect, especially in the moral-religious context of
today, is a proper training of religion teachers, with an emphasis on
education, rather than on instruction. This can be acquired through the
diversification of the activities during religion classes, through a better use
of informal activities, such as: attending cultural-religious activities,
volunteering, charity work, debates regarding real issues that concern the
lives of the students.

Key words initial training, pedagogical practice, coaching strategies,
religion didactics.
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Teaching is a job that requires a special calling. Considering the socialcontext in which we live, the teaching profession finds itself in an ongoing
search for identity. There are different ways of creating the social identity of a
socio-professional group. One of them is the initial training in a teaching
career understood as a set of individual and collective transformations. The
initial training represents a process of becoming, requiring a considerable
effort, on an individual as well as a social level, in creating a professional
personality. That is why the initial training must be understood as a process of
professional socialization, a process of affiliation to the culture of the future
professional environment, which is the school. The initial training is a process
of professional becoming and it implies three interacting stages (Păun 2011):
-

Focusing on the self, which represents the confrontation with the
expectances of the trainee (it is also a confrontation with his own
representation of the teaching career);

-

Focusing on the task and the quality of his accomplishment;

-

Focusing on the results (in case of residential courses);
Nowadays, school faces numerous challenges (Păun 2011, 2008)

caused by the changes that affected our society. We can overcome them by
improving the quality of professionalization in the teaching career. The
paradigm used in today’s teacher trainings is dominated by a pedagogy based
on objectives, influenced by a behavioural psychology, a paradigm irrelevant
in many European educational systems. An objective based pedagogy and
didactics has become canonical, scholastic, mechanical (instrumentalized),
ignoring the subjectivity of teachers and students alike (Păun 2011). This kind
of pedagogy has created a proficient teacher (otherwise necessary), whose
training is based on an excessively standardized and norm-based system. For a
teaching career, such a professionalization process is reductionist, focusing the
teacher’s activity on the knowledge transfer and achieving student
performance measured with the help of standardized evaluations.
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The professional identity represents an essential goal of the initial
training (for it represents one of the premises of the affiliation to the
professional environment of a school), as well as the development of a
reflexive identity, a narrative identity, negotiated and not assessed (Păun
2011). Without ignoring or annihilating the traits of the normative identity, the
reflexive identity is developed according to the personal data of the future
teacher. One should identify the attitudes that can be useful in the edification
of the professional identity, or other attitudes that need to be deconstructed or
eliminated in order to facilitate the professional training.
Basically, the skills and proficiencies needed by a teacher to
successfully accomplish his activity can be divided into two categories (Păun
2011):
-

The skills and proficiencies needed for teaching (specialized
knowledge in the appropriate curricular field);

-

Skills and proficiencies needed for teaching and organizing the
learning process of students (knowledge in the field of psycho
pedagogy and didactics).
Between theory and practice in the training of teaching career
Teacher’s initial training is often being criticized for its predominant

theoretic and abstract traits. The authentic professional training should be able
to find the balance between the theoretical and the practical training. The
practical component of the initial training is inefficiently organized and
considered. It is deficient from a quantitative perspective and dissatisfactory
from a qualitative perspective. It is discontinuously and insufficiently
connected with the theoretical component, often functioning in parallel with it
(Ezechil 2011).
Pedagogical practice represents a fundamental aspect of the
professionalization process of the teaching career. But the pedagogical
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practice can function properly only in connection with a theoretical practice.
The first thing one should take into consideration in this situation is the reevaluation of the concept of practice from the perspective of contemporary
epistemology, which perceives the practice as an essential source of
knowledge. Practice must be understood as a reflection upon action, a
reflection capable of setting in motion the assimilated theoretical knowledge.
Reflexivity is becoming a central topic of discussion for the teaching career,
where reflexivity allows the teacher to „know himself”, to interrogate his own
professionalization and training process. Reflexivity is the ability to analyse
your personal professional practices in order to transform them. The reflexive
practice should become an essential tool in the training for a teaching career.
In every European University the main form of practical training are the
teaching residential courses. The advantage of a practical residential course is
that the future teacher has time to reflect upon his didactic actions. A reflexive
teacher focuses on building the knowledge rather than handing out ready-made
information. In the end, the reflexive practice is creative in its essence and
develops the teacher’s autonomy.
The introduction of reflexivity in the residential courses of pedagogical
practice can be achieved through: a reflexive diary, a reflexive portfolio, the
help of a tutor in the pedagogical practice functioning as a facilitator and a
reflexive guide, the reflexive guidance of a student throughout the residential
courses, the reflexive evaluation (counselling and reflexion) as a premise for
the certified final evaluations (Păun 2011).
Currently, the dominant paradigm is that of the proficient teacher
(Ezechil 2007). The reflexivity paradigm is rarely being used in the training
process of teachers. We cannot discuss the professionalization of pedagogical
practice without introducing the reflexive practice in the residential courses.
The reflexive practice should become an essential part of the training for the
teaching career. The training process of teachers should become in the future
the essential form of practical training. The practical training has many
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advantages. One of them is that it ensures the proximity between the time of
the action (the lesson), the time of reflexion (the analysis and the reflexive
questioning of the action), and the time of a new action (the preparation of the
next lesson in which the results from the earlier reflexion are being
capitalized).
In general, the paradigm of professional expertise is focused on
success, and the paradigm of reflexivity on understanding. The process of
understanding implies the effort of searching for the reasons behind success
and discovering ways to improve the action by using this experience in future
situations. The future teacher should be trained to understand. In other words,
success is not as important as the understanding of the undertaken action. One
of the ways in which this could be accomplished is through the analysis of
pedagogical practice, which must focus on the understanding of success or
failure. The analysis of educational activities implies a reflexive action of reevaluation of the lesson plan, or of any other kind of action displayed during
the practical training.
Reflexivity can be introduced in the pedagogical practical training in
different ways. We shall specify (inexhaustibly, of course) without discussing
them thoroughly, because some of them are being properly discussed
throughout our paper (Ezechil 2011).
These are some of them: a reflexive diary, a reflexive portfolio, the
help of a pedagogical practice tutor functioning as a facilitator and a reflexive
guide, the reflexive guidance of a student throughout the residential courses,
the reflexive evaluation (counselling and reflexion) as a premise for the
certified final evaluations.
Let us discuss for example the practice tutor. He plays a crucial part in
the success of the assimilation of the professional components. It is important
for him to be a proficient – facilitator (a reflexive one). He must be careful not
to induce an imitative behaviour to the trainee, to teach him to depend on a
recipe for success, or to determine defensive behaviour. The tutor should be a
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reflexive practitioner. He does not handle the technical aspects of the action,
but the social and personal processes of the trainee. He guides him towards a
retrospective and prospective reflexion. The expert is focused on the task and
the result; he is the enabler of the personal development and growth of the
trainee by using support strategies with a powerful emotional charge.
The pedagogical practice from the perspective of coaching strategies
In the last decades, the world’s best Universities have been manifesting
a trend regarding the practical aspect of their curricula. Some of the
universities have chosen to introduce different investigational tools in their
university programs that concern the practical aspect that the students will
encounter in their future teaching careers, or in the labour market.
This pronounced and explicit tendency towards practice introduced in
the academic programs can also be noticed in the European universities. Some
universities are obviously against such consents made by the academic
education in favour of the new tendencies considered by some as being
excessively materialistic.
Lately, the use of uncommon concepts borrowed from the international
educational language is being used more frequently: training, mentorship,
tutoring, coaching. Such alternatives for professional training are extremely
valued by young people who consider them „a must”, as they focus on
practical, dynamic, unconventional and short term issues.
Facing these new trends on the labour market, the universities have the
following options:
1. To preserve the old academic practices of training university
graduates which focus on a theoretical approach;
2. To embrace the new training techniques promoted by large companies;
3. To adopt some of the teaching methods and techniques promoted in the
large companies and use them in the practice oriented learning,
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conserving in the same time the traditional approach for a better
theoretical education (Ezechil, 2011).
Coaching and professional training
The notion of coaching represents the complex strategies of
professional development that promote a method of teaching focused on
comprehension (Neufeld Barbara & Dana Roper, 2003).
From the point of view of their identity and purpose, we appreciate that
the coaches are professionals with a rich theoretical and practical experience,
willing to stand by their trainee during the professional training, observing
them closely, formulating critiques when needed and offering examples of
efficient practices. These trainers help the novices to get in touch with the
necessary resources for the advancement of their professional exercise, and
address challenges that put them in the position to reflect upon relevant
aspects of the chosen profession.
From an interpersonal point of view, in the case of coaching, the
pedagogical trainer (the tutor), the mentor and the novice form an interaction
based on trust, which gradually develops.
Through coaching, the students gain a profound understanding of the
school’s organisational and functional structures and get to experience
different practical methods of teaching – learning – evaluation. Their
involvement in different activities is an emotional one as a trainer guides
them. Their mistakes are immediately corrected, avoiding different
inappropriate behaviours to settle in.
Thus, the classroom becomes the place where teachers and students
motivate each other, as well as the place where students can approach
academic matters participating in the problem solving process through a
reflexive and critical approach, by engaging complex thinking structures.
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In the case of coaching, neither the teaching process, nor the focus on a
specific discipline, which the novice will teach in the future, is of great
importance.
The fundamental principle behind these strategies is that school is a
complex organizational environment (a learning organisation) in which the
novice learns not only a profession but also how to effectively integrate into a
community of practice.
The observational method and the effective method in the religion
course
The purpose of universities is not only to cast an intellectual elite,
capable of guiding men towards the understanding of their own existence and
the world around them, but also to train individuals in different fields and
professions, a purpose that work for different social backgrounds and
customized to a specific teaching organizational structure, relevant for a given
historical era (Ionescu 2000).
The two components of pedagogical practice – the observational and
the effective one – are equally taking part in the development of specific
teaching expertise, after reaching a set of goals, with a minor differences in
the case of religion, not only due to its particularity, but to the common
educational framework:
-

Knowing the organisational and managerial aspects of the school;

-

Knowing how to use the teacher’s documents: the attendance register,
the class book, the student’s report card, the school’s internal
regulations for pedagogical practice etc.;

-

Involving the students in the process of observing and evaluating the
teaching activities developed by the mentor teacher and the classmates
during the religion course;
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Practicing the role of a teacher by designing, achieving and selfassessing different teaching activities displayed by each student during
the religion class;

-

Practicing the role of form master by projecting and developing
educational activities with the students etc (Opriș 2011).
Strategies for developing networking skills during classes
What is the purpose of the observational method? Its purpose is to

develop the student’s communicational and networking skills so that they can
use them when teaching. The strategy used in the advancement of these
qualifications can be developed by taking into consideration that the student
attending a pedagogical module holds a set of knowledge, which we refer to as
prerequisite that can be used when planning a lesson.
The observational method will be used in the first semester of the third
year of study, a method that we have also called a simulative method. When
using this simulative method, the tutor who uses this method during the
seminars (the faculty seminars, not the school seminars) will simulate the
typical environment from a classroom of students belonging to different age
groups (2nd class, 6th class, 10th class, etc.). He will choose, together with the
academic students, 3-4 lessons from the syllabus. This is when the coacher
will resort to the students’ prerequisites to teach them in a practical way how
to: teach a syllabus, how to plan a lesson, how to analyse their results or how
to improve those results. The students can then chose a lesson from the
syllabus for classes 1 to 10, they will plan it and then present it in front of their
colleagues. After each lesson, the students and the tutor will analyze the
lesson. This way, each student will have the opportunity to teach an
educational sequence by himself. He will get to know his strengths and
weaknesses which he will have to learn how to control and improve, he will
learn to handle his emotions, he will be able to observe, by watching his
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colleagues, the importance of verbal and non-verbal communication (the
mimics, the gesticulation, the voice tonality, the body movements), the
importance and the practice of different class management strategies.
The second semester of the third year of study will begin with the
actual pedagogical practice, when groups of 7 to 14 students will begin their
practice in the designated schools. Their mentor who, this time will be
accompanied by the specialist in didactics, will observe each student who,
after the simulative practice, accompanied by his own practice portfolio, will
try to fulfil his objectives.
In the case of professional training through coaching, the curricular
documents are handed out in two stages in the course of the pedagogical
residential course:
a.

During the stage of simulative practice – when the academic tutors
describe to the students the main curricular documents necessary for their
teaching practice, and their future didactic profession:
!

The syllabus and the existing curricula

!

The current textbooks

!

A calendar of schedules

!

Teaching support materials (curricular projects, auxiliaries,
methodological guides, collections, reference books for
students, the teacher’s portfolio, professional educational
software);

b. During the actual stage of teaching practice – when the specialized
mentors will help the student teacher to fill their specialized teacher
portfolio which first of all includes specific curricular documents.
From the coaching perspective, the presentation of the curricular
documents should be an analytical and a procedural presentation. This
presentation is complimentary to the activities of the specialist in didactics
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who, during the didactics courses has targeted the theoretical aspects of the
curricular reform and of the current pre-university curricula (art. 64-69/NEL
no.1/2011).
Both in the preparatory stages of pedagogical practice, as well as
during activities related to the pedagogical practice, the analysis of the
curricular documents is performed by the tutors and/or mentors, from at least
these perspectives:
!

The structure and internal consistency of the main curricular
documents;

!

The general and specific qualification reported after analysing the
contents of the training;

!

The relevance of the training content and the abilities that the pupils
will gain and use in their active life (when possible);

!

The percentage of theoretical and practical content, the percentage of
abstract and objective – applicable elements;

!

The system of values and attitudes that axiologically support the
content of the training;

!

The methodological guidelines that those documents offer to the
teachers: examples of learning activities, a privileged didactic
methodology for the study of a discipline, teaching skills that can be
used in didactics, recommended evaluation methods and techniques,
etc.
Conclusions
The use of coaching as a pedagogical practice represents a real

challenge for any trainer of trainers. Such a perspective puts the trainer in the
position to reflect upon his own professional behaviour, upon his abilities to
select the most relevant ways of teaching pedagogy, upon choosing the most
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suitable methods for facilitating the transfer of expertise from the master to the
disciple.
In the case of contextual coaching – used in the pedagogical practice –
the expert and the novice find each other in an authentic professional
circumstance, of great relevance for the trainer as well as for the trainee.
If we were to summarize the professional training of the future teacher
and the relation between him and his tutor and mentor, the diagram would
look like this:
PREREQUISITE

Observation

Effective

al Practice

Practice

TUTOR

STUDENT

MENTOR

The element which links the two components of the teaching practice –
the observational and the effective one – and which validates the wholeness of
this academic didactic activity is reflected in the relation between the trainee
and the trainer. In the case of religion teachers’ training, this relation should
resemble the relation between the Holy Teacher and His apprentices. The
importance of education as well as the attitude of the two educational factors
towards the achievements of their work is reflected in our Saviour Jesus
Christ’s action of sending his disciples to preach (Opriș 2011).
Only by understanding the relation between mentor and disciple from a
Christian perspective, can the mentor find the strength to support, and then
offer his disciple independence, when he knows that his disciple is prepared to
face his mission, to pray for his success and to accept him as an equal (Opriș
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2011). The most important aspect, especially in the moral-religious context of
today, is a proper training of religion teachers, with an emphasis on education,
rather than on instruction. This can be acquired through the diversification of
the activities during religion classes, through a better use of informal
activities, such as: attending cultural-religious activities, volunteering, charity
work, debates regarding real issues that concern the lives of the students. In
the same time, the students, the future teachers must be informed of the role
they play in the Family – Church – School triad, and of the need for their
involvement in this partnership in order to fulfil their educational goals. The
religion teacher, more than other teachers from other fields of study, is
expected to know his students and their spiritual troubles, to conduct
educational activities compatible with their needs and interests, to maintain a
good communicational relation with his students, to implement and prioritize
the true values from a society, and to maintain his social prestige so he can
function as a role model.
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Abstract In 2011 thirteen pre-service teachers participated in a University of
Antwerp e-learning project involving the development and design of didactic
modules for the Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) used in French, German and
Spanish L2 classes. The project was part and parcel of the European interactive
Technologies In Language Teaching programme (iTILT). This article will
focus on the subject-related, i.e. linguistic, quality of the products, shedding
some light on the participants’ language proficiency. To this end we will zoom
in on the development process proper because it provides information on
trainee teachers’ views on the requirements of qualitative interactive teaching
aids. Next to analysing the developed modules from a linguistic perspective, we
also look at the logs all partaking teachers-to-be had to keep reflecting on their
experiences and at the peer reviews they wrote about each other’s products.!

Key words Teacher Training, Interactive Whiteboard, Materials Design,
Language Learning!
!

1. Introduction
In many countries, ICT competences are an essential part of a teacher’s
key competencies (e.g. the 2007 “Basiscompetenties voor de leraar secundair
onderwijs” in Flanders) as well as of their career profiles (e.g. Besluit Vlaamse
Regering, 2007; Standaert, 2008). In order to prepare trainee teachers for their
role of ICT users, the teacher training curriculum has an important function to
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fulfil. For the boom of computers or tablets and electronic learning
environments in education not only calls for trainee teachers being taught how
to implement these modern technology-driven tools in the teaching (and
learning) process. Of equal importance is the awareness that these media do
not substitute for teachers (Laurillard, 2012).
In over half of the European countries ICT is part of the initial teacher
training curriculum. Elsewhere in Europe there is institutional autonomy,
meaning that institutions can decide whether they include ICT in their teacher
training (Key Data ICT, 2011). Research suggests that the use of ICT in class
depends in part on how much relevant training teachers have received during
their pre-service education (Drent, 2005). Other findings stress that teachers
need time and the opportunity to develop their own understanding of
technology (Cutrim Schmid, 2010). This is even more important as new
technologies do not make the teacher redundant but change his or her role
(Laurillard, 2012).
1.1. IWB as a teaching and learning tool
Interactive whiteboards (IWBs) are a relatively new ICT tool. IWBs
are large, interactive displays, connected to a computer. The computer’s
desktop is projected on the board and is controlled by its users (teachers and/or
learners) by means of a pen, finger or other device. In short, IWBs allow for
multimedia teaching and learning.
As far as the availability of IWBs in classrooms is concerned, there are
important differences between countries as well as between schools on a
national level. Over the last decade, IWBs have become popular tools,
especially in primary education (Northcote et al., 2010) but also in other
educational settings (Hacifazlioglu, Sacli & Yengin, 2007). Differences have
also been detected between schools situated in urban and rural regions.
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It is a fact that the use of IWBs in the classroom has increased
significantly. Future Source Consulting Ltd. provides comparative data on the
current classroom penetration as well as on the expected penetration in the
years to come. In 2012, spread of IWBs in classrooms was highest in the UK
(85%) and Denmark (62%), and was lowest in France (10%). By 2016 Future
Sources Consulting Ltd. expects 94% of UK schools to have an IWB, 79% in
Denmark and 77% in the Netherlands. The highest increase in IWB use is
expected in Turkey (from 22% to 82%). In Belgium, where the project
described in this article took place, 21% of the classrooms are equipped with
an IWB. This number is likely to rise to 43% by 2016.
1.2. IWB teaching materials
The presence of IWBs incites teachers to search for adequate teaching
materials, for which there are several possibilities. Teachers can produce their
own teaching materials, using specific software allowing them to create their
own contents, but they can also use existing resources. These can either be
produced by commercial enterprises or they can be created by teachers for
teachers and shared in online communities (e.g. Promethean Planet, SMART’s
Exchange, Hitachi StarBoard Community and eI Community).
It has been established that science subjects teachers are rather spoilt,
as concerns the availability of interactive software. On the site of the online
resource centre SMART Exchange, 30% of the resources are for mathematics;
only 2% for foreign languages. Furthermore, among arts subjects the presence
of English materials is many times greater compared to other languages. On
the website of Promethean Planet, resources for English (as a foreign or as a
second language) are ten times as frequent as teaching materials for other
foreign languages (Chinese, French, German, Italian, Latin, Spanish).
Despite the array of materials available, there are many reasons why
teachers choose to design or adapt their teaching materials when using an
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IWB. One obvious reason being the connection between the materials or
exercises projected on the IWB and the available course book or course
materials. The quantity of course books that include complementary exercises
for IWB is still limited. A second reason is contextualisation (Howard &
Major, 2005): teachers want to use materials that fit the teaching context.
Designing or adapting their own teaching materials enables teachers to take
into account their particular learning environment and the individual needs of
the target group.
It is also important to mention that it is not the tool (i.e. the IWB) that
will determine its success. In this approach – also known as the technologydriven approach – the teaching process is based on the advantages and
innovative features of the new medium itself (Colpaert, 2006). History has
proven that the success of ICT tool implementation depends greatly on a
pedagogy-based approach. This approach starts from “a detailed specification
of what is needed for language teaching and learning purposes in a specific
content, defines the most appropriate method and finally attempts to describe
the technological requirements to make it work” (Colpaert, 2006, p. 479).
Therefore, teachers should continue to rely on the context and the curriculum
in order to determine whether IWB use is useful and what contents are needed
to realise the learning objectives.
Taking into account these elements, the project described in this article
investigated the design (processes and products) of teaching materials for the
IWB by trainee teachers, more specifically the design of teaching materials for
the less well-stocked languages.
1.3. IWB and teacher training
As the availability of IWBs in classrooms increases, and taking into
account that teachers should be able to create their own teaching materials, the
teacher training has an important role to play. Trainee teachers should acquire
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technical competences in order to use IWBs but also to create their own
materials.

At

the

same

time,

they

should

concentrate

on

the

didactic/pedagogical quality of the materials used. A specific point of interest
for language teachers is the linguistic quality of their teaching materials.
In this article, we discuss a project that investigated how pre-service
teachers go about developing interactive exercises for the IWB. The project
was conducted at the University of Antwerp, Belgium. It was carried out
within the context of the iTILT project. iTILT stands for Interactive
Technologies in Language Teaching (www.itilt.eu). It is a European project
focussing on the use of the interactive whiteboard in language teaching. In
this article, we focus on the linguistic quality of the developed exercises. The
results of the didactic quality of the materials are described in Oberhofer,
Simons and Smits (forthcoming).
Section 2 provides a general description of the project, including its
context, objectives, research questions, participants and design. Section 3
presents the method of the linguistic analysis of all materials developed within
the scope of the project: (a) IWB modules (i.e. a set of interactive language
exercises for the IWB), (b) logs on the learning process and (c) peer reviews.
Section 4 describes findings and lessons that can be drawn from the project’s
outcome. In section 5 the authors present their conclusions.

2. Project description
2.1. Context
The project was carried out in 2011 as an optional part of the one-year
teacher training programme at the University of Antwerp. This programme
prepares future teachers for employment in the final two forms of secondary
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education or in adult education and builds on existing (discipline-related)
knowledge acquired during their Master’s programme.
In several modules during their studies at the University of Antwerp,
pre-service teachers receive information and training on the use of ICT in
language teaching (L1 and L2). They have the option to attend the course
‘Educational Technology’, in which students first deal with a wide variety of
technologies related to topics such as interactive exercises, collaborative
writing, open educational resources, virtual environments, construction and
presentation tools, student response systems, etc. In a second step they design
a specific learning environment and use some of these tools. Further, preservice teachers get ICT training in the ‘Didactics’ course, which is
compulsory. It focuses on tools and applications specifically relevant to their
subject (e.g. for English, French, German or Spanish). Students learn how to
choose, integrate and evaluate a specific set of dedicated applications
(language teaching and learning software) and non-dedicated tools (e.g. social
media, email, blog).
2.2. Project objectives and linguistic research questions
The main objective of the project was to gain insight into the learning
process of pre-service language teachers that had never worked with an IWB
before. More specifically, the project zoomed in on critical success factors in
the education of language teachers, from which recommendations could be
formulated for teacher trainers and teacher training programmes, as well as for
in-service language teachers willing to engage in IWB-supported teaching
(Oberhofer, Simons & Smits, forthcoming). To that end, participants had to
produce a set of self-made IWB-modules, including reflective practice through
logs and peer reviews.
This article focuses on the linguistic challenges future language
teachers are confronted with when developing teaching materials for IWB use.
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The findings from this analysis can help teacher trainers in their coaching of
future teachers, but can also inform language teachers about the critical issues
related to their role of ICT materials developer.
The research questions underlying this part of the project are:
RQ1: Which linguistic challenges trainee teachers are confronted with
when designing IWB materials?
RQ2: How do trainee teachers cope with these challenges?
2.3. Participants
During the course of a term thirteen pre-service teachers with a
Master’s degree in languages joined the project as part of their curricula. Table
1 gives an overview on the number of pre-service teachers and the language(s)
they specialised in:

Table1: Languages studied by the 13 participating pre-service teachers

German
(n =13)

2

French
5

Spanish
2

German-

French-

Spanish

Spanish

1

3

2.4. Project design
LINGUAPOLIS, the coordinator of the iTILT project, together with
the Institute of Education and Information Sciences set up an introductory
course on teaching technology and educational design, providing a theoretical
foundation and a pedagogical framework for the project as well as allowing
for hands-on experience (Gray et al., 2007; Cutrim Schmid, 2010). This course
consisted of five technical and pedagogical coaching sessions on proper IWB
use, stressing its opportunities for activating teaching and learning.

The

programme’s design was based on recommendations discussed in IWB
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literature (e.g. Gray et al., 2007; Cutrim Schmid, 2010; Hennessy & London,
2013).
The participants were provided with a variety of pedagogical input
through

(a)

looking

at

examples

of

iTILT

learning

materials

(http://www.itilt.eu/teaching-materials), (b) reading the iTILT training manual
(http://www.itilt.eu/itilt-training-handbook) with more tips and ideas on how
to use the IWB in language classes, (c) discussing the criteria for IWB
materials design from the iTILT training manual (e.g. a task-based,
communicative approach to IWB use (iTILT Training Manual, 2011, p 14))
and (d) a references list with links to more IWB materials as well as Ayre’s
2010 European Schoolnet publication (Ayre, 2010).
2.4.1. IWB modules
For the project the participating pre-service teachers had to produce 18
IWB modules: three for each of the four skills (reading, writing, listening and
speaking), three modules for grammar and three for vocabulary. A module is a
set of IWB activities or exercises related to a given topic (e.g. speaking about
the weather, use of prepositions). Each exercise starts off with a description of
the activity and information on the target language, the CEFR proficiency
level, the learning objective(s) and the intended age group. The next slide
contains the activity itself, supporting a communicative and interactive
approach to language teaching and boasting authentic content as well as a
variety of IWB software features.
2.4.2. Reflective practice
As part of their teacher training at Antwerp University, pre-service
teachers learn to reflect autonomously on their own teaching practice (Kolb,
1984; Korthagen, 1993, 2005). The project operationalised two reflective
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instruments: logs and peer reviews. The participants had to keep a learning log
on didactic and pedagogical aspects, linguistic challenges, target language use,
technical issues, time management and the use of source materials. They also
had to peer-review each other’s products. This, again, had them reflect on
quality standards and on the opportunities and challenges (pre-service)
teachers are faced with when designing IWB materials. All peer reviews were
sent to the respective designers, after which they could finalise their products.
3. Data analysis
For analysis purposes the project’s basic data, viz. the IWB teaching
modules, can be supplemented with the logs and the peer reviews, since all of
these products contain information on the quality and on prevailing quality
standards of linguistic accuracy in teaching aids. In this section, we explain
how we analysed these data in order to get a clearer view of the learning
process of pre-service teachers as far as linguistic quality is concerned. The
findings resulting from this analysis are described in section 4.
The 234 IWB modules that were developed within the project have
been analysed from a didactic and linguistic point of view. In this article, we
focus on the linguistic characteristics. They belong, as our analysis shows, to
four linguistic domains: morphology, syntax, lexis and orthography. All
linguistic tokens were collected in a database.
The project resulted in 13 logs that were subsequently searched for
reflections on all matters linguistic. The overall learning log analysis yielded
eight categories, one of which is “Linguistic challenges: formulation of
instructions”. As with the logs, the project’s 26 peer reviews were scrutinised
for remarks on materials design and teaching aid quality. The analysis
distinguishes between positive elements and elements for improvement. This
second category includes negative elements, elements deserving particular
attention and suggestions for improvement.
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4. Findings
This section discusses the findings of the project. Section 4.1 deals
with the linguistic analysis of the IWB modules and section 4.2 with the
results of the analysis of the logs and the peer reviews.
4.1. Analysis of the IWB modules
In order to guarantee linguistic quality of IWB modules, linguistic
accuracy was one obvious criterion. Since attention was also drawn to the
value of a communicative approach for exemplary IWB practice,
incorporating activating and interactive language teaching, this linguistic
aspect was something participants had to concern themselves with. Language
importance was even stressed to such an extent that all finished modules were
returned, after revision by the project leaders, for thorough linguistic editing.
In our analysis, language use was looked at both in the task overviews
and in the actual exercise(s) being shown in class. It soon became clear that
both parts contain a considerable amount of flaws, in spite of the high level of
attention being paid to language during the project. This multitude of language
errors (n=201) from a setting where non-native speakers had produced
material in three different foreign languages on a variety of subjects (four
skills, grammar, and vocabulary) nevertheless allowed for a classification into
the four main error categories already specified: morphology, syntax, lexis and
orthography. In addition, some universal principles come to light.

Table2: The four principal domains of language errors present in IWB materials

Morphology
Verb flexion
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à les élèves (aux), diejenige Wörter (diejenigen), Chaque
groupe présente leur dialogue (son)
vivir sana (sano)

Syntax
Syntax and case
Agreement

fragt einen Schüler, um nach vorne zu kommen (fragt
einen Schüler, nach …)
les autres images sont pris (prises)

Lexis
Function words
(preposition,
conjunction)

Cliquez le globe (sur le globe)

Content words (noun,
adjective, verb)

en les traînant dans la boîte (en les déplaçant), nach
Mexiko gehen (reisen, …) (see Figure 3)

Gender

le final (la finale), der Fahrrad (das), seinen Wahl (seine)
(see Figure 2)

Lexical error/mistake

imágines (imágenes), winnen (gewinnen)

Orthography
Capitals

en Français (français)

Idiosyncratic diacritics/
characters

batiment (bâtiment), futból (fútbol), Fussball (Fußball)

Comma usage (German)

schreiben was die … (schreiben, was …)

Irrespective of the target language and of the communicative or
didactic purpose of a certain text, the same kinds of errors occur. The nature of
language errors (and in only one category also of mistakes due to inattention)
can be seen in the overviews (Table 2 and 3). Their quantitative analysis
reveals that most errors belong to the domains of the lexicon and of syntax.
Looked at the languages separately, again the same proportions become
apparent: vocabulary is responsible for the bulk of language errors, followed
by syntax and orthography almost on a par (especially in German and to a
lesser degree in Spanish). For that reason the selection presented in Table 3
zooms in on vocabulary and syntax errors.
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On average, an equal share of errors was present in the IWB modules
for German and French classes: approximately 15 errors were made by each
participant for German L2 teaching and 13 errors were counted per participant
for French. Spanish IWB teaching aids display a higher linguistic quality with
an average of 9 errors per participant. This score, however, has been positively
affected by two trainee teachers with an apparent flawless command of
Spanish.
It is interesting to see that these aspiring language teachers, for whom
their subjects constitute the object of their own learning, succeed in coping
with the substantial morphologic workload that languages such as French,
German and Spanish impose on learners and speakers. It seems to have been
easier for participants to monitor flexion than to avoid lexical or syntactic
pitfalls. As opposed to getting one’s flexion in order, paying attention to
vocabulary is a piece of advice that is many times more feasible for materials
developers to successfully act on.

Table 3: Examples from the two domains with highest scores of language errors.

Lexis
Function words

es mejor comenzar a estudiar en tiempo (a tiempo; en
cliquant chaque objet (sur chaque objet); passt am besten
beim Buch (… zum Buch); wenn er sie zum ersten Mal sah
(als er sie …)

Content words

en aquel entonces (en aquel momento); en bougeant le chariot
(pousser le chariot); stellen Sie das Fragment wieder dar (…
wieder her); welche Lieder gehören welcher Musikart (…
gehören zu welcher Musikart)

Gender

ponen los imágenes en el orden correcto (las imágenes); la
Great Peninsular Railway; un interview (une interview);
einen Fragment (ein Fragment); die du-Person soll seine
Träume (… soll ihre Träume)

Lexical

utilisar (utilizar); au minimuns 5 (minimum); font partis du
(parti); le marquer (marqueur); diesen Bilder (diesen
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Bildern); diskuttieren (diskutieren)

Syntax
Syntax and case

los alumnos ven en la pantalla diferentes mapas (ven
diferentes mapas en la pantalla); pueden escuchar de cada
momento un fragmento de audio (escuchar un fragmento de
audio en cada momento); les élèves doivent à chaque fois dire
ce qu’ils pensent que c’est (A chaque fois les élèves... ); les
élèves utilisent ces prépositions aussi en décrivant leur
chambre (utilisent les mêmes prépositions pour); Gedicht an
einer Ihrer Körperteile (Gedicht an eine …); sagt sie, dass es
einen Zustand ist (… es ein Zustand ist)

Agreement

estas tres actividades son prohibidos (prohibidas); la anchura
(…) debe estar comprendido (comprendida); un des plus
grand cimetière (grands cimetières); le professeur racontera
l’histoire du film ou les élèves peuvent regarder le film
(raconte)

A second general conclusion is that, rather fortunately perhaps, most
language errors occur in the introductory descriptions accompanying each
IWB module, and not in the exercises themselves. Because these instruction
texts do not belong to the actual teaching material being used and/or shown in
class, this finding somehow alleviates the problem of linguistic accuracy in
self-made IWB modules for foreign language teaching.
Only a quarter of all erroneous language occurs in the IWB exercises.
Regrettably, some of these errors are language items that were reused from the
task overview, for instance in instructions. An explanation for the low amount
of errors in exercises might be the fact that designing materials that exploit the
visual and aural possibilities of the medium to the full automatically reduces
the amount of (written) language. Exercises consequently boast a wealth of
visual stimuli making textual or linguistic support superfluous. Those
language elements that do occur, e.g. in reading tasks or gap exercises, are
very often taken from an existing task or, in the best possible scenario, from
authentic language material.
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4.2. Analysis of logs and peer reviews
Since there were no stringent format requirements for the logs, some of
the participants limited their texts to a rather short, concise report (500 words)
while others reported in detail on their experiences (more than 2500 words).
Some trainee teachers mainly described their learning process; others also
included reflections on elements they discovered while writing a peer review.
All remarks were attributed to eight categories. Table 4 provides an overview,
distinguishing between positive, negative and neutral (i.e. descriptive)
statements.

Table 4: Logs – Reflections according to category and quality.

Didactic and pedagogic aspects
Linguistic challenges
Link with audience and context
Technical issues
Time management
Use of sources
Visual attractiveness
Project issues (e.g. guidance)
Other

Negative
(n= 111)
21
2
4
36
21
5
7
13
2

Neutral
(n = 25)
3
0
0
1
0
0
2
6
13

Positive
(n = 41)
4
0
1
11
1
1
0
18
5

Total
(n=177)
28
2
5
48
22
6
9
37
20

From the table it becomes apparent that technical issues as well as
didactic and pedagogic issues related to both the project itself and to ICTsupported teaching constitute the lion’s share of all recorded remarks. As to
technical aspects, the trainee teachers had indeed never worked with IWB
software before and it was actually one of the project objectives to learn to
work with a medium requiring a certain amount of technical insight. The
dominance of didactic and pedagogical reflections indicates that the preservice teachers have become conscious of the role of IWBs in their future
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functioning as language teachers and that they reflect on the usefulness of this
medium to their own teaching objectives.
Despite the fact that we found a significant number of linguistic
problems in our analysis (cf 4.1), these issues were rarely addressed in the
logs. Only two trainee teachers discussed linguistic challenges in their
(personal) diaries. One of them mentioned problems formulating adequate
instructions and developing exercises in the target language. Punctuation
seems to be difficult too. The other participant refers to a linguistic feature but
links it immediately with her vision on foreign language teaching: “For
French, I think it is important that pupils learn to spell the words correctly.
Therefore, exercises in which learners only have to write small text parts can
be useful.” (trainee teacher i).
The same observation holds true for the peer reviews. More than half
of the 1,043 topics discussed in the peer reviews concern positive remarks,
largely about didactic concerns (e.g. “This module has clear learning
objectives: by doing this exercise they know how to order something in a
restaurant, how to describe the preparation of a meal… Very motivating!” trainee teacher f) or about technical issues (e.g.: “The drag and drop function
was very well applied to the content of this exercise! Well done!” - trainee
teacher b). When negative comments are formulated, which is less often the
case, they mostly contain hints for improving the teaching aid. In almost 25%
of all cases the added value of the IWB as a teaching medium is being
questioned (e.g. “In my opinion this exercise could as well been done with a
(normal) whiteboard.” - trainee a).
Taking into account our linguistic analysis of the modules, it is
remarkable that very few trainee teachers come up with remarks or
suggestions concerning linguistic issues. Participants mention typing errors
but almost never add suggestions on style or sentence structure. This
observation might bear a relation to the fact that most language errors occur in
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the introductory descriptions and not in the exercises themselves, which makes
these mistakes less visible or problematic.

5. Concluding remarks
Thirteen pre-service teachers of German, French and Spanish at the
University of Antwerp developed language teaching modules for the IWB.
Their learning process was supported by the use of logs and peer reviews.
Besides the creation of interactive modules, this project aimed at gaining a
better idea of how to guide pre-service teachers in this design and
development process. The article focussed on the subject-related, i.e.
linguistic, quality of the design process, shedding some light on the
participants’ language proficiency. To this end, we analysed the modules as
well as the logs and peer reviews resulting from the implemented reflective
practice.
It was to be expected that in this project, involving the development of
exercises for a new medium, a lot of attention would go to technical aspects.
The logs and peer reviews demonstrate that pre-service teachers are concerned
about layout, correct technical functioning and the integration of all the
facilities offered by IWBs. For this reason, however, trainee teachers are in
danger of paying more attention to the medium itself than to the quality of the
exercises. Our analysis shows that the participants worry about didactic and
pedagogical quality but far less about linguistic quality.
An in-depth analysis of the linguistic features of the IWB teaching aids
developed within the scope of this project reveals serious linguistic
shortcomings. The most prominent linguistic challenges trainee teachers are
confronted with when designing IWB materials concern lexical and syntactic
issues (RQ1). Taking an optimistic view of the matter, this implies that the
partaking trainee teachers have overcome the morphologic burden languages
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such as French, German and Spanish impose on their speakers. The downside
is a still substantial presence of erroneous language, even after a redrafting
process.
The results of the linguistic analysis of the modules form a striking
contrast with the data collected by the logs and the peer reviews. These data
indicate that trainee teachers rarely make reference to linguistic matters
(RQ2). An explanation might be found in the fact that most errors occur in the
introductory descriptions and not in the IWB exercises themselves.
Adopting a new medium, that requires from its user to be rather
technically-minded as well, can detract attention from linguistic issues and
language accuracy. Teachers should keep in mind that the wealth of
information provided by and accessed through the IWB is of equal value to
teaching content on paper. Linguistic flawlessness, therefore, is vital also
when teaching in front of an IWB.
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